**MANIFESTO**

I, Divyansh meena (170040029) contesting for the post of Sports Secretary of Hostel 2 would propose to do the following if elected:

**Initiatives:**

- Minimize the canteen expenses and implement certain appropriate measures to prevent it from crossing the limit.

- Conduct informal events as much as possible to increase the interaction between seniors and juniors.

- Print posters, stickers, flexes, etc. for the information purpose of all events to all the residents of hostel 2.

**GC:**

- Make a proper list of good players of individual sport and make sure that all good players of sport are play in gc and represent hostel 2

- Maintain a proper database of the participating players (phone, room) for the ease of communication which will also be useful in the next coming years.

- Conduct proper team meets, practice sessions and fair trials about 15 days prior to the main event, the slot timings being convenient to everyone.

- Will try to do more extra slots for practice the weak games as well as good games.

- Ensure that all the necessary equipments are available at the time of practice sessions of the game and the main game and will take care of all equipments as well (collecting after practice or main game sessions )

- will take care of all equipments as well (collecting after practice or main game sessions )

- Ensure that proper publicity is done (notice boards, facebook pages, whatsapp groups) before each event
• Ensure active participation of people in Crossy GC and for cheering in other GC matches.
• Ensure that all players are well aware of the rules and conditions of the GC for a particular sport.
• Ensure that refreshments, first-aid, etc are provided during and after the GC events.
• Ensure that the best performing players in each GC are properly recognized and given incentives.

Duties as Council member:

• Coordinate with the hostel council and other secretaries to maintain the harmony and good well-being in the hostel.
• Ensure that proper publicity is done for intra as well (notice boards, facebook pages, whatsapp groups) before each event
• All equipments for all sports are maintained.
• Participate in the social events like PAF, Valfi, Fun2shh, etc to the best of my capabilities.

Maintenance:

• Repair (foosball table) and maintain the indoor game facilities in the lounge (TT, carrom) and pool room and see to it that the required equipments are easily available in proper condition.
• Ensure the purchase and well-maintenance of sports equipments of good quality.
• Regularly check the sports register on a fortnightly basis to keep track of each item.
• Optimize the budget by keeping track of the monthly expenditures.
• Will ensure that the fields are maintained properly throughout the year with the help of maintenance secretary.

Intra-hostel events:

• Conduct intra-hostel tournaments for chess, carrom and TT just before the GC so that the best players are easily identified.
• Conduct **inter-batch or inter-wing championships** for football, cricket and volleyball in the hostel.

• Ensure that **proper publicity** is done before each event to achieve **active participation** from all students.

• Ensure that **prizes** and **incentives** are given to the winning teams and the best players.

**CREDENTIALS:**

1. Part of **NSO cricket 2017-18.**
2. Played **GC (2017)** cricket for hostel 2
5. Played hostel 2 **BOX CRICKET.**